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Vibing
Your Journey Into the Web 3.0 World Starts Here

I. Vibing's Vision and Mission

1. Overview.

Vibing - the enlightenment of the free internet, the budding village of the digital revolution.
It is not just steampunk, nor is it just the unruly madness of ignorant teenagers entering the
world. It is the next era, a brave new world, the hope of the common man in the era of big
data.
Vibing is a Web3.0 personal homepage built entirely on blockchain technology. It’s a
complete platform for personal data generation and integration. Vibing is the starting point
for people looking to access the Web3 network, the checkpoint for entering the metaverse.
Here, users are free to create their own cards with different roles and authorize access to
cutting edge decentralized applications with their different identities, accompanied by
different information weights. It’s also the gateway of return, where users return from the
application to appreciate their harvest. Information is generated here, and presented,
aggregated and shared. This is Vibing, a safe and free starting space for your personal
information.

2. Vision: Using blockchain as the underlying logic engine to provide the most stable, secure
and convenient services in the Web 3.0 era.

II. Products and Features

Unlike other blockchain economies, Vibing is a great attempt to enable the application and
implementation of blockchain technology. Every user can understand and agree to this new
model through a process of experience-create-benefit-acceptance, using blockchain as their
tool and weapon, and being the first to join and use web3. Web3.0 will eventually replace
Web2.0.

Vibing's Initial Key Functions

1. Different Web3 planet access identities can be created through Vibing, including: avatar,
nickname, address, chain, permission settings (nickname and avatar only, or asset type, or
all information including asset type and corresponding quantity)
2. Provide a list and overview of accounts.
Provide account asset categorization and data statistics services with detailed data analysis
panels, making it easy for users to manage, monitor and deploy their data and assets.
3. Information dissemination and collection of outstanding project airdrops.
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Vibing will create the VBG Token at the beginning of the project, most of which will be
integrated into Vibing's ecology through smart contracts based on fair and effective
governance rules. This completes the incentive part of the Web3 system, which is also an
important part to lead the development of the ecology to a positive cycle through incentive
stimulation. the functions of the Token include but are not limited to:

● Voting rights: governance and development of the DAO community.
● Incentive feedback: airdrop and community contribution rewards.
● Advanced function consumption: personal boutique customized NFT release, in-

depth data analysis, square (public screen) personal display, square (public screen)
corporate information release and display, interactive area value-added services
(individual artist work release, and purchase), etc.

● Enterprise cooperation: advertiser cooperation, backend service provider
cooperation, co-branded IP goods release.

III. Vibing's Ecological Construction - The Advantages and Unique Attributes of
Vibing Web3

1. Network identity system revolution.

Eliminate the centralized identification system of "account + password", and use distributed
digital identity (Decentralized ID, DID) to complete network identity authentication.

● The user has ultimate control and cannot be deprived of identity, social connections,
or property in his or her name.

● Cross-platform operations using Unified Identity Authorization logins, with qualified,
required disclosures through Verifiable Credentials (VC).

● Effective protection of user privacy and leakage of personal data.

2. Property rights revolution.

Instead of relying on a centralized platform to secure property rights, the system is
maintained based on decentralized Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

● The NFT is not codifiable and can effectively maintain user property rights.
● A significant reduction in the cost of defining, transferring, and protecting assets.
● Perfectly breaks the TTA problem, so that UGC can be smoothly traded and realized.
● The cornerstone of the Metaverse project.

3. The revolution of centralized platforms.
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Revolt against centralized platforms and use blockchain technology as a support to build a
reasonable incentive and governance mechanism to replace the information and capital
monopoly of centralized oligarchs.

● Platform hegemony is challenged and rules cannot be customized and trampled on
at will.

● Actively encourage participants to be motivated by the value they receive through
the creation, production and contribution of content, creating a positive cycle.

● Effectively blocking the information monopoly of search engines.

4. Revolutionary changes to privacy and personal data protection.

Blockchain itself has features such as anonymization and de-trusting, which provides
extremely strong protection for users' personal data.

● Decentralized Trading and Messaging.
● Centralized platforms that curb the invasion of privacy of user data.
● The traditional business model of Web2 will be transformed and evolved by its

influence.

5. Business model revolution.

Contributors and content creators get the value that should be theirs.

● Free creation and exchange of NFTs with DAO as the governance mechanism.
● Diversifying Defi's business and collaboration model with DAO as a governance

mechanism.

IV. Development Roadmap

Q1 2022: Vibing program is born, R&D and product investment is initiated, while DAO
governance rules are established.
Q2 2022: V_1.0 release of the product launch, with early tokens (including the Airdrop
portion) commencing to be released via smart contracts as planned.
Q3 2022: Product improvement and upgrades, start exchange listing application; complete
support and expansion of mainstream multi-chains.
Q4 2022: The first exchange listing is completed; long-term partnerships with mainstream
platforms, popular projects and investors are established.
Q1 2023: Support for individual limited class NFT minting and publishing; visual browser
publishing.
Q2 2023: Implementing in-depth statistics and graphical analysis of personal asset data.
Q3 2023: Completion of the initial phase of community ecosystem improvement.
Q4 2023:Web 3.0 Planet Portal Phase 1 features are all completed online.
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More excitement will be presented gradually in the future....

V. Token Allocation and Distribution

Total issue/supply: 1,000,000,000
VBGs will be created at the initial stage, but the majority of VBGs will be locked in for the
long term. They will be released and supplied gradually over the next 3 to 4 years.

The distribution is as follows.
Community - 83%
This portion of VBG is a gradual distribution of tokens to the public that will be distributed
to active participants and contributors to the community.
VBG will be managed by the DAO. After the exchange is listed, it will be released linearly in
equal proportions for 50 months.

Team - 10%
Existing and future Vibing teams will receive 10% of all tokens. After one year of listing on
the exchange, this part of the tokens will be released linearly in equal proportions for 20
months.

Seed (initial) outside investors - 5.5%
Seed investors are those who have supported us from the beginning. The tokens used for
the IDO part will be released immediately. The remaining part will be released linearly in
equal proportions for 20 months after being listed on the exchange.

Advisors - 1%
There are many people who have helped the Vibing project from its infancy. After one year
of listing on the exchange, this part of the tokens will be released linearly in equal
proportions for 10 months.

Airdrop - 0.5%
0.5% of the tokens will be airdropped to early product users and supporters in the Vibing
ecosystem (e.g. active users, eco-app developers and testnetwork participants), and these
tokens will be unlocked immediately.


